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ABSTRACT
Space-partitioned Moving Objects Databases (SP-MODs)
allow for the scalable, distributed management of large sets
of mobile objects’ trajectories by partitioning the trajectory
data to a network of database servers.
Processing a spatio-temporal query q therefore requires

efficiently routing q to the servers storing the affected tra-
jectory segments. With a coordinate-based query – like a
spatio-temporal range query – the relevant servers are di-
rectly determined by the queried range. However, with
trajectory-based queries – like retrieving the distance cov-
ered by a certain object during a given time interval – the rel-
evant servers depend on actual movement of the queried ob-
ject. Therefore, efficient routing mechanisms for trajectory-
based queries are an important challenge in SP-MODs.
In this paper, we present the Distributed Trajectory Index

(DTI) that allows for such efficient query routing by creating
an overlay network for each trajectory. We further present
an enhanced index called DTI+S. It accelerates the process-
ing of queries on aggregates of dynamic attributes, like the
maximum speed during a time interval, by augmenting DTI
with summaries of trajectory segments. Our simulations
with a network of 1000 database servers show that DTI+S
can reduce the overall processing time by more than 98%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Spatial databases and GIS

General Terms
Algorithms, design, experimentation, performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
The availability of global positioning systems like GPS to-
gether with cheap positioning devices has led to a multitude
of location-based services (LBS). Advanced LBS not only
consider the current positions of mobile objects (MOs) but
also past positions, i.e. the trajectories of the MOs.
Moving Objects Databases (MODs) have been proposed to

store and manage trajectories of MOs. In the last decade,
numerous structures to efficiently access past trajectory data
have been investigated [1, 3, 9–12]. However, most of them
have been designed for centralized MODs, where query pro-
cessing takes place on a single database server. While cen-
tralized MODs have their merits, they do not scale well with
the number of MOs and the size of the service area. Dis-
tributed MODs in contrast allow the load to be distributed
over multiple servers. They are suitable for a multitude of
applications like toll collection, pay-as-you-drive car insur-
ance, and fleet management.
Both, the type of supported queries and the way how tra-

jectory data is partitioned to the servers, have a strong im-
pact on the MOD organization.
We can distinguish between two classes of spatio-temporal

queries, coordinate-based and trajectory-based queries [1,12].
Queries of the former class refer to all trajectories satisfying
a certain spatial relationship to a specified region or point.
For instance, a spatio-temporal range query, which returns
all MOs residing in a given region during a given time inter-
val, belongs to that class. In contrast, queries of the latter
class refer to the trajectory of a single MO and return in-
formation concerning a specified segment of that trajectory.
For example, such a query may refer to the trajectory seg-
ment of a MO o, for a time interval [ti, tj ], delivering the seg-
ment itself or just the segment’s length. Both query classes
are highly relevant to location-based applications and hence
should be efficiently supported by MODs.
For distributing trajectory data two kinds of partitioning

are conceivable, spatial partitioning and object-based parti-
tioning. With spatial partitioning a server stores all tra-
jectory segments that overlap with the geographic service
region associated with this server. Therefore, a MO’s tra-
jectory data is typically distributed over multiple servers. In
contrast, with object-based partitioning a MO’s trajectory
is entirely stored on a single server, where the server respon-
sible for a MO is determined by a well-known mapping.
A critical issue with query processing in a distributed

MOD is routing a given spatio-temporal query to the servers
that store the queried data. With respect to query routing,
the two kinds of partitioning have different characteristics:
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1. Object-based partitioning: Object-based partitioning is
well suited for processing a trajectory-based query since
the queried trajectory is stored on a single server, directly
given by the partitioning scheme and the identifier of the
queried MO. On the other hand, a coordinate-based query
has to be distributed to a large number of servers in gen-
eral, since every server might store relevant data on the
queried region and time interval.

2. Spatial partitioning: For a coordinate-based query, like
a range query, the set of servers that store relevant data
is given directly by the queried region and the mapping
from space to servers. If the queried region is small com-
pared to the servers’ service regions, then the query has to
be routed to few servers only. An algorithm for efficient
distributed processing of range queries has been proposed
lately in [15]. On the other hand, for a trajectory-based
query, the set of servers that store the queried data not
only depends on the query parameters and the spatial
partitioning but also on the actual route of the queried
trajectory.

At first glance the characteristics of spatial partitioning seem
to be complementary to the ones of object-based partition-
ing. Yet, there is a crucial difference in favor of spatial par-
titioning: With object-based partitioning potentially every
server can store relevant data for a given coordinate-based
query, even if the queried range is small. However, this
does not apply to spatial partitioning and trajectory-based
queries: For a given trajectory and a short time interval
the relevant data is stored by few neighboring servers only,
due to the functional dependency between space and time
induced by the movement of the respective MO.
Another important advantageous characteristic of spatial

partitioning in MODs with larger service areas is that cur-
rent position information can be stored close to the MOs by
distributing the servers according to their service regions.
This may reduce the overhead for position updates substan-
tially [6, 13]. Therefore, spatial partitioning and distribu-
tion also is widely used in scalable location management
systems [6,13,17].

Partitioning Object-based Spatial
Trajectory-based queries + ?
Coordinate-based queries − +
Update-aware distribution − +

Table 1: Characteristics of partitioning schemes.

Table 1 briefly summarizes the characteristics of both kinds
of partitioning. The question mark in Table 1 shall indi-
cate that spatial partitioning does neither inherently pre-
vent efficient processing of trajectory-based queries nor that
it immediately allows for an efficient processing scheme.
Therefore, in the following, we show how to efficiently sup-

port trajectory-based queries in a Space-Partitioned MOD
(SP-MOD) using suitable distributed index structures. Our
results will allow for scalable SP-MODs that provide their
service on a larger scale (e.g., national or international) and
support both query classes efficiently.
The main contribution of this paper is the Distributed Tra-

jectory Index (DTI), enabling efficient routing of trajectory-
based queries in a SP-MOD. A DTI realizes an overlay net-
work of servers storing segments of a certain trajectory.
Our evaluations show that DTI reduces the time for rout-

ing trajectory-based queries to the relevant servers by up to
73% compared to routing without DTI.
We further propose an enhanced index called DTI+S op-

timizing aggregation queries on trajectories like “What was
the maximum speed of object o during time interval [t1, t2]?”.
DTI+S optimizes DTI for such queries by augmenting the
index with summaries of trajectory segments. Our evalua-
tion shows that DTI+S can reduce the time for processing
aggregation queries by more than 98% compared to pro-
cessing without DTI+S. DTI and DTI+S achieve these sav-
ing with negligible storage consumptions compared to the
trajectory data being stored. In our evaluations DTI+S ac-
counts for less than 4.2% of the overall storage consumption.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In

Section 2 we present our system model. In Section 3 we
discuss the general procedure of processing trajectory-based
queries in a SP-MOD. In Section 4 we present DTI and the
algorithms for its construction and for query routing. In
Section 5 we present DTI+S and the corresponding query
processing algorithm. In Section 6 we discuss the robustness
of DTI+S regarding repartitioning of service regions. We
show the effectiveness of DTI and DTI+S in extensive sim-
ulations in Section 7 and discuss related work in Section 8.
The paper is concluded in Section 9 with a summary.

2. SYSTEMMODEL
Our system model consists of a SP-MOD which stores the
trajectories of a set of MOs with identifiers o1 to om, where
m is in the magnitude of thousands or millions in general.
A trajectory is a spatio-temporal polyline – i.e. a continu-

ous, piecewise linear function from time to the X-Y plane –
represented by a sequence of timestamped positions p0, p1,
p2, . . ., where each pi has three attributes x, y, and t. We
refer to any connected clipping of a trajectory as trajectory
segment. On a known trajectory such a segment simply can
be specified by a time interval [ti, tj ].
The SP-MOD is responsible for tracking MOs in a cer-

tain geographic area, called service area. This area is par-
titioned into a set of disjoint service regions. Each service
region is managed by an individual server si. Therefore,
the SP-MOD is composed of a collection of servers s1 to sn,
each of which is responsible for a single service region. For
any MO a server stores only positions that are located in its
service region. Consequently, a MO’s trajectory generally
is maintained by multiple servers, each storing the segment
intersecting its service region. Also, a server only stores tra-
jectory segments of those MOs that have visited its service
region at least once. We do not make any assumptions re-
garding the storage and indexing of the trajectory segments
within a server. Any index structure for past trajectory data
like TB-tree [12] can be used.
We call the server in whose service region MO o is cur-

rently located the current server of o. S(o) denotes the
servers storing segments of o’s trajectory. S(o, t) denotes
the server storing the segment comprising timestamp t. Two
servers are neighbors if their service regions adjoin. Figure 1
illustrates a SP-MOD with seven servers s1 to s7.
We assume that the servers compose a geographic over-

lay network with respect to their service regions. Given a
message and a target point (x, y) they are able to route the
message geographically from any server to the server whose
service region contains (x, y). We do not make any further
assumptions about how geographic routing is implemented.



The current positions of the MOs can be determined by
any kind of position sensors located on the MOs – such as
GPS receivers – or within the infrastructure surrounding
the MOs. We assume that there exists an appropriate posi-
tion update protocol [5] – possibly employing dead reckoning
techniques – which delivers a MO’s current position from the
position sensor to the corresponding server. If a MO moves
from one service region to another, the update protocol per-
forms a handover which supplies the address of the MO’s
previous current server to the new one.
Any entity that is connected to the network of servers can

act as a client of the SP-MOD. A client can issue a query
at an arbitrary server. The servers process the query in a
distributed fashion and transmit the result to the client.
The SP-MOD is capable of processing coordinate- and

trajectory-based queries. However, in this paper, we address
the latter class of queries only. An algorithm for processing
range queries in a SP-MOD is given in [15]. As stated above,
trajectory-based queries refer to the trajectory segment of
a single MO. In particular, a query qtype (o, ts, te) refers to
the segment specified by time interval [q.ts, q.te] of MO q.o.
The type of the query defines what information concerning
this queried segment is returned to the client. Due to space
limitations we confine ourselves to four important types:

1. Segment query: the specified segment is returned as a list
of positions.

2. Length query: the length of the specified segment is re-
turned.

3. Max-speed query: the maximum speed of q.o in the spec-
ified segment is returned.

4. Region-relation query: This type of query takes an ad-
ditional parameter R defining a geographic region. The
query returns the set of time intervals within the queried
interval [q.ts, q.te] during which q.o was located inside q.R.

In the following, S(q) denotes the servers storing the queried
segment of q. Note that S(q) ⊆ S(q.o).

3. BASIC SCHEME
In this section we introduce a basic scheme for processing
trajectory-based queries in SP-MODs. In the subsequent
two sections we improve this scheme by DTI and DTI+S.
A client may send a query q to any server. Unfortunately,

due to the spatial partitioning there exists no immediate
mapping from the parameters q.o, q.ts and q.te to the servers
S(q). Therefore, we need a mechanism for routing q to S(q).
With our basic scheme, query routing comprises three

phases: (1.) Routing q to any server si ∈ S(q.o), (2.) rout-
ing q to S(q.o, q.ts) or S(q.o, q.te), i.e. to the start or end
of the queried segment, and (3.) routing q to the remaining
servers of S(q), i.e. traversing the queried segment to collect
the queried information.

3.1 First Phase
A server si ∈ S(q.o) can be found by potentially searching
all servers of the SP-MOD, which obviously does not scale
well. Instead we apply a home server scheme, where each
MO o has a home server that knows (at least) one server of
S(o). Our approach is inspired by distributed hash tables,
which are used to (indirectly) assign home server roles to the
various servers of the SP-MOD. For that purpose, all servers
share a fixed hash function fh mapping the MOs’ identifiers
to points in the service area: fh : {o1, . . . , om} → R

2. The
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Figure 1: Query processing using the basic scheme.

home server of MO o is defined to be the server whose ser-
vice region contains the geographic point fh (o). This server
maintains a home server pointer ph to some timestamped
position pi of o’s trajectory. The pointer ph simply is a copy
of its target pi, i.e. it is independent of the server storing
pi. This independence has the advantage that home server
pointers are stable to reconfigurations, i.e. need not be up-
dated if their target positions are relocated to other servers.
How are the targets of home server pointers selected? A

simple mechanism is to select the MO’s initial position p0.
Of course we can think of much more elaborate schemes,
which adapt the pointer to frequently queried time inter-
vals or which maintain more than one pointer. Since the
DTI scheme is independent of any particular solution to that
problem we do not go into further detail here.
The server that first receives a query q from the client

geographically routes q to fh (q.o), i.e. to the home server of
q.o. The home server then geographically routes the query
to (ph.x, ph.y). This completes the first phase. If any server
si ∈ S(q.o) receives q on its way to (ph.x, ph.y) the first
phase is completed even earlier.

3.2 Second Phase
In the second phase q is routed to the server storing the
beginning or end of the queried segment, i.e. to S(q.o, q.ts)
or to S(q.o, q.te). Without loss of generality we only consider
routing to S(q.o, q.te) in the following.1 Each server that
receives q transmits it to the neighbor server storing the
previous or rather subsequent segment that is closer to q.te
until S(q.o, q.te) is reached. We refer to this kind of linear
routing along a trajectory as trajectory-based routing.
For this purpose the servers maintain two linking pointers

for each segment they store: The backward linking pointer
points to the last position of the previous segment and the
forward linking pointer points to first position of the subse-
quent segment. Like a home server pointer a linking pointer
is a copy of the timestamped position it points to. This en-
ables each server to locally decide on the next routing step.
The linking pointers are created as follows: For each MO

the SP-MOD maintains a data structure called shadow ob-
ject (SO). The SO for a MO o is transfered from the current
server of o to the next one as part of the handover procedure.
Besides other information the SO contains the latest known
position of o. When the update protocol signals a handover
(cf. Section 2) the new current server informs the previous
current server on the new position of o. The previous server
creates the forward linking pointer. Then it transmits the

1The improved scheme DTI+S requires that q is routed to
S(q.o, q.te) as it processes q backwards in time from q.te to
q.ts, cf. Section 5.



SO to the new current server. This server creates the back-
ward linking pointer and then updates the SO accordingly.

3.3 Third Phase
In the third phase q is monotonously processed from q.te to
q.ts using trajectory-based routing. The server S(q.o, q.te)
processes q backwards in time until the end of the previ-
ous segment given by the backward linking pointer. Then
it transmits q and the partial result r to the corresponding
neighbor server. This server further processes q on its seg-
ment until the end of its previous segment and merges its lo-
cal result with r. This procedure is repeated until S(q.o, q.ts)
receives q. This server processes q from the end of its seg-
ment to q.ts and merges the local result with r. Then it
sends the final result r to the client.
The type of r and its merging with local results depend

on the query type. For a length query r is the length of the
segment processed so far. Local results simply are added to
r. Similar applies to the other types of queries. Note that
the result of a segment query is not an aggregated value but
simply a copy of the queried segment. Therefore the servers
S(q) alternatively can sent their local results to the client
directly instead of concatenating them in r.
Figure 1 illustrates the three phases: (i.) s4 receives the

query q from the client. (ii.) s4 geographically routes q to
fh (q.o), i.e. to s7. (iii.) s7 routes q to (p17.x, p17.y) according
to its home server pointer ph = p17. (iv.) The respective
server s3 sends q to its neighbor server s6 as the queried
time interval [q.ts, q.te] is before s3’s segment. (v.) s6 sends
the query to s5 for the same reason. (vi.) s5 starts processing
q as its segment comprises q.te. (vii.) Then it sends q and
the partial result r to its neighbor s1. (viii.) This server
completes the processing since its segment comprises q.ts.
(ix.) Finally s1 sends r to the client.

4. DISTRIBUTED TRAJECTORY INDEX
Trajectory-based routing in the second phase can take a lot
of geographic routing hops and thus time. It depends on
the trajectory’s route, the service regions and the temporal
routing distance, i.e. the time span between the segment of
the first server of the second phase and q.te. For example, for
uniform movement and uniform service regions the number
of hops linearly depends on the temporal routing distance.
The goal of the DTI scheme is to increase the efficiency

of routing by creating a distributed index called DTI over
the servers S(o) of each trajectory. DTI stores additional
pointers along the trajectory. These DTI pointers allow for
direct routes from one server’s segment to temporal distant
segments stored by other servers. Thus, a DTI realizes an
overlay network of servers in S(o).
The DTI scheme employs the idea of maintaining multiple

pointers spanning different distances from skip lists [14] and
applies it to distributed indexing of trajectory data. More
precisely, a DTI is created according to a perfect bidirec-
tional skip list, illustrated in Figure 2a. The nodes of such a
list are sequentially numbered starting at zero. The point-
ers have different levels. The pointers at level 0 compose a
doubly-linked list over all nodes. The pointers at level 1 com-
pose a doubly-linked list over all nodes with even sequence
numbers. The pointers at level i compose a doubly-linked
list over all nodes with sequence numbers divisible by 2i.
The height of a node is the maximum level of the pointers
it maintains. Thus, the height l of a node with sequence
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Figure 2: Skip list and DTI.

number k > 0 is l = max
{
i : 2i | k}

. The height of node 0
is always equal to the maximum height of all other nodes.
Figure 2b illustrates how the skip list principle is applied

to a DTI for a given trajectory. The DTI scheme selects
individual positions to act as anchors of list nodes. The DTI
implements such a logical node by a data record named DTI
node. A DTI node is maintained by the server that stores
the node’s anchor – e.g., s4 stores node 4 with anchor p32.
A DTI node contains its sequence number, its anchor, and

the pointers to other DTI nodes. Such a DTI pointer simply
is a copy of the anchor of the node it refers to. Thus, the DTI
pointers are realized like linking pointers and home server
pointers. Therefore, trajectory-based routing in the second
phase of the basic scheme can be adapted easily to the more
efficient DTI-based routing, explained below.
A DTI is extended incrementally during runtime: Once

the time span since the creation of the last DTI node exceeds
a certain threshold TR (e.g., one hour, cf. Section 7.2), the
current server of the respective MO o creates a new node
when receiving the next position update from o. Therefore,
a server can store no DTI nodes at all as well as several DTI
nodes regarding a certain segment. The creation of DTI
nodes is explained in detail in Section 4.2.
The distributed storage of the DTI nodes according to

their anchors is useful since it provides direct network local-
ity between index and indexed data. Furthermore, a DTI is
robust regarding repartitioning of service regions due to the
indirect addressing based on timestamped positions instead
of network addresses, c.f. Section 6. Hence, a DTI realizes
a lightweight overlay network on top of geographic routing,
which again can be realized as an overlay network.
The overall storage consumption of a DTI linearly depends

on its number of DTI nodes since the expected number of
DTI pointers per node is independent of the number of DTI
nodes. This can be seen from the following series: On av-
erage, half of the nodes maintain two pointers, one fourth
maintain four pointers, one eighth maintain six pointers, and
so on. Thus, the expected number of pointers at an arbitrary
DTI node is equal to

1

2
· 2 + 1

4
· 4 + 1

8
· 6 + . . .+

1

2i
· 2i+ . . . = lim

n→∞
2

n∑

i=1

i

2i
= 4 .

Accordingly, the expected height of an arbitrary DTI node
is l = 1.

4.1 DTI-based Routing
The fundamental principle of DTI-based routing is greedy
temporal routing: Given a query q, each server geographi-



cally routes q to the target of the pointer p that minimizes
|p.t− q.te|. Algorithm 1 gives a formal description of the
algorithm executed at each server. The algorithm not only
transmits q but also the pointer p currently being used as ge-
ographic routing along a DTI pointer may encounter servers
that do not store any information of the queried trajectory.

Algorithm 1 DTI-based routing

1: receive query q and pointer p
2: if stores segment that comprises q.te then
3: Enter third phase of basic scheme . . .
4: else
5: if maintains any pointer on q.o’s trajectory then
6: p′ ← pointer that is temporally closest to q.te
7: if |p′.t− q.te| < |p.t− q.te| then
8: p ← p′

9: end if
10: end if
11: geographically route q and p towards (p.x, p.y)
12: end if

If a server receives q and p it first checks whether it stores
the segment that comprises q.te (line 2). If not, it selects the
pointer p′ that is temporally closest to q.te from all pointers
known to it – in particular DTI pointers, but also linking
pointers and possibly even the MO’s home server pointer
(line 6). If p′ is even closer to q.te than p, it replaces p
accordingly (lines 7 – 8). Finally it geographically routes
q and p towards p’s target. For example, if server s3 in
Figure 2b receives a query with q.te = ta, then DTI-based
routing uses the forward DTI pointer from DTI node 2 to
node 4 and thus saves two geographic routing hops compared
to trajectory-based routing.
The routing algorithm above generally achieves a good

routing performance due to the following advantageous prop-
erties of a perfect bidirectional skip list:

1. The bidirectionality allows for efficient routing forward
and backward in time.

2. The levels guarantee that a server always maintains more
DTI pointers to temporally close segments than to distant
ones. Hence, the smaller the temporal distance to q.te, the
finer is the support by pointers.

3. The number of DTI pointers for routing from one DTI
node to another node logarithmically depends on the tem-
poral distance of the two nodes.

The importance of the latter two properties for efficient rout-
ing in overlay networks is well known from the seminal work
of Kleinberg [4]. The performance of DTI-based routing de-
pends on the actual route of the trajectory, the performance
of the underlying geographic routing algorithm, and the tem-
poral density of the DTI nodes given by 1/TR. For a given
TR, uniform movement, and a fully meshed geographic over-
lay network, the number of geographic routing hops with
DTI-based routing logarithmically depends on the tempo-
ral routing distance. It polylogarithmically depends on the
temporal routing distance in case of a geographic overlay
network with long-range links according to Kleinberg [4].
The choice of TR is a trade-off between the overhead for

storing and accessing the DTI pointers within a server and
the performance improvement for query routing. However,
our evaluation results in Section 7.2 show, that suitable val-
ues for TR range within an order of magnitude.
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Figure 3: Creation of DTI node 8.

The routing performance particularly improves with im-
plicit shortcuts. That is, a server stores more than one seg-
ment of the same trajectory and thus enables to jump locally
to a temporally distant segment. At the same time implicit
shortcuts show that the above algorithm only approximates
the optimal routing path. Each server chooses the tempo-
rally closest pointer independent of whether the server at
the pointer’s target provides implicit shortcuts or not.
A second reason for non-optimal routing paths is illus-

trated in Figure 2b. If s2 receives a query with q.te = tb

then using the DTI pointer from DTI node 0 to 1 results in
an additional geographic routing hop compared to routing
along the forward linking pointer from s2’s segment to s1’s
segment. The reason is that the temporal distance to q.te,
used for choosing the next pointer, only approximates the
actual routing distance.

4.2 Creation of DTI Nodes
Once the time span since the creation of the last DTI node
exceeds a certain threshold TR, the current server of the re-
spective MO o creates a new node when receiving the next
position update from o. For this purpose the DTI scheme
stores the sequence number and anchor of the last DTI node
in the SO. If the current server creates a new DTI node, it
determines the sequence number k of the new node and the
backward DTI pointer to node k−1 = k−20 at level 0. Then
it creates a DTI-pointer message which contains k and the
new DTI node’s anchor – o’s current position given in the
update message. It geographically routes the message to the
server maintaining node k−1. This server creates the oppo-
site forward DTI pointer at level 0. If the new node’s height
l equals zero, then the server immediately acknowledges the
DTI-pointer message. If l ≥ 1, it adds the backward DTI
pointer to node k−2 to the message and routes the message
to this pointer’s target. The server that maintains DTI node
k − 2 creates the forward DTI pointer at level 1 to node k,
adds its backward DTI pointer to k − 4 = k − 22 to the
message, and then routes the message to node k − 4. This
procedure is repeated on ascending levels until node k − 2l

is reached. The server of node k − 2l creates the forward
DTI pointer on level l to the new node k and then routes
the message back to the current server of the MO. With
it the current server creates the new node’s backward DTI
pointers on the levels 1 to l. Thus, the creation of a new DTI
node with height l involves routing the DTI-pointer message
geographically to at most l + 1 other servers and creating
2l + 2 DTI pointers, where l = 1 on average, see above.
Figure 3 illustrates this procedure for creating DTI node 8.

The Roman numbers denote the chronological order of the
creations of the DTI pointers and the intermediate trans-
missions of the DTI-pointer message.

4.3 Home Server Pointer and DTI
DTI-based routing works if the home server pointer refers



to any position on the MO’s trajectory. However, in order
to reduce the average routing time it is advantageous if the
home server pointer points to the anchor of a DTI node with
a large number of DTI pointers. The DTI scheme guarantees
that the home server pointer always points to the highest
DTI node k > 0 by updating the home server pointer each
time it creates a DTI node with k = 2i.

5. ENHANCING DTI WITH SUMMARIES
In the previous section we introduced the DTI scheme to re-
duce the routing overhead for the second phase of query pro-
cessing. However, it does not affect the third phase, where
trajectory-based routing may still cause a substantial rout-
ing overhead. Obviously, this overhead depends on the time
span q.te− q.ts. In the following, we extend the DTI scheme
to increase the routing and thus query processing perfor-
mance for the third phase.
The basic idea of the extended scheme, called DTI+S, is to

attach summaries to the DTI pointers. A summary attached
to a DTI pointer records aggregated information concerning
the segment between the anchor of the respective DTI node
and the pointer’s target. For example, a summary may store
the length of this segment and the maximum speed recorded
for this segment. Summaries may substantially speed up
processing in the third phase. In many cases, queries can be
forwarded along DTI pointers using the aggregates stored
in the attached summaries. Without those summaries this
information would have to be aggregated by additionally
visiting all other servers of S(q).
This approach can be applied to any type of query on an

aggregate of a dynamic attribute that can be computed by
partial aggregation [8], i.e. by means of smaller aggregates.
In particular it can be applied to length, max-speed, and
region-relation queries. For these queries, each summary
stores the length of the segment it refers to, the maximum
speed within the segment, and the minimum bounding rect-
angle (MBR) of the segment, respectively. Clearly, sum-
maries cannot be used for optimizing segment queries as the
result of such a query is not an aggregated value.
In principle, summaries can be attached to forward and

backward DTI pointers. Whether summaries are maintained
for a single or both directions is a trade-off between storage
consumption and routing performance. In the following we
assume that summaries are only stored with the backward
pointers. Therefore query processing in the third phase al-
ways starts at q.te. However, the scheme can be easily ex-
tended to provide summaries for both directions.
The summaries increase the average storage consumption

per DTI node by a constant amount of data. Assuming that
storing a timestamped position requires 3× 8 = 24 byte and
that an integer takes 4 byte, a DTI node without summaries
but with anchor, sequence number, and DTI pointers – four
on average, cf. Section 4 – consumes 24 + 4 + 4 × 24 ≈
125 byte. For the three kinds of aggregation queries we con-
sider in this paper a summary contains six floating-point
values, i.e. it requires 6 × 8 = 48 byte. Thus, a DTI node
with summaries consumes 125+2×48 ≈ 225 byte on average.

5.1 Construction of DTI+S
The DTI+S scheme creates the summaries together with the
backward pointers. For this purpose each SO additionally
contains a summary of the segment between the latest DTI
node and the latest known position. The current server of

Algorithm 2 DTI+S-based query routing and processing

1: receive query q, pointer p and partial result r
2: while p.t > q.ts do
3: if has usable summary to cut short from p.t then
4: determine summary that enables longest shortcut
5: merge r with aggregate given in the summary
6: p ← backward DTI pointer of the summary
7: else if has segment that spans p.t then
8: p′ ← linking pointer to previous segment
9: if has DTI node between p′.t and p.t then
10: p′ ← anchor of latest such DTI node
11: end if
12: if q.ts > p′.t then
13: p′ ← interpolate timestamped position at q.ts
14: end if
15: process q on local segment between p′.t and p.t
16: merge r with result between p′.t and p.t
17: p ← p′

18: else
19: geographically route q, p, and r towards (p.x, p.y)
20: return
21: end if
22: end while
23: send r to client

the MO updates this summary with each position update.
For example, in case of the segment length it increments the
length given in the summary by the distance between the
new position given in the position update message and the
previous position.
If the current server creates a new DTI node with sequence

number k the SO’s summary yields the summary for the
segment between the DTI node k − 1 and the new node
k, i.e. it belongs to the new backward DTI pointer at level
0. The summaries belonging to the backward pointers on
higher levels are created by concatenating the SO’s summary
with summaries for segments between previous DTI nodes.
For this purpose the DTI-pointer message for a new node

k with height l is extended as follows: The servers of the
nodes k−20, k−21, . . . , k−2l−1 not only add the backward
DTI pointer to the next node in the list to the message but
also add the corresponding summary. When the server of
the new node k finally receives the message it computes the
summaries for the backward pointers at the levels 1 to l: For
the summary attached to the pointer at level 1 it concate-
nates the SO’s summary and the summary on the segment
between node k − 20 and node k − 21. For the summary
at level 2 it concatenates the just created summary and the
summary on the segment between the nodes k−21 and k−22,
and so on.
Two consecutive summaries are concatenated by aggregat-

ing each pair of aggregates belonging together. For example,
the length of the segments simply are added.

5.2 DTI+S-based Routing and Processing
Routing with DTI+S in the third phase is also based on
greedy temporal routing. However, a given query q only may
be routed along a backward DTI pointer if the pointer’s
summary is usable for processing q. That is, the summary
provides the needed information for processing q on the sum-
mary’s time interval.
Whether a summary can be used depends on the query



type. Therefore, we first explain the generic algorithm for
DTI+S-based routing and processing. Then, we render the
algorithm more precisely by discussing usable summaries for
the types of aggregation queries considered in this paper.
Algorithm 2 shows the generic algorithm executed at each

server. It monotonously processes q from q.te to q.ts back-
wards in time. The current progress is stored by the time-
stamp p.t of the pointer p. Initially p is equal to the position
at q.te.
A server si that receives q, p and r repeatedly tries to

process q from p.t on. In each repetition it first tries to
process q by means of a usable summary (line 3 – 6) and
otherwise by the segment that comprises p.t (lines 7 – 17).
If it neither stores a usable summary nor the segment that
comprises p.t, then it routes q towards the server of the
remaining part of the queried time interval (lines 18 – 19).
If the server completed query processing (p.t ≤ q.ts in line 2),
it sends the aggregated result to the client.
If the server maintains any usable summaries, it greedily

processes q by means of the one reaching furthest in the past.
If it has no usable summary but stores the segment spanning
p.t, then it processes q by means of this segment. At every
visited DTI node, si tries again to find a usable summary
by repeating the while loop instead of simply traversing the
segment linearly.
Whether a summary can be used depends on the query

type. However, there exists a necessary condition that ap-
plies to all query types: A usable summary’s time interval
[ti, tj ] must contain p.t, i.e. ti < p.t ≤ tj . For other sum-
maries the above algorithm cannot advance p.t towards q.ts.
Next, we define the sufficient conditions for usable sum-

maries for the aggregation queries we consider in this paper:

• Length queries: A summary is usable if and only if its
time interval [ti, tj ] holds for q.ts ≤ ti and p.t = tj . Thus,
a usable summary always belongs to the DTI node with
anchor p.t.

• Max-speed queries: A summary is usable iff it fulfills one
of the following two conditions: (1.) The summary’s time
interval [ti, tj ] holds for q.ts ≤ ti ≤ p.t and p.t ≤ tj ≤ q.te.
(2.) The summary holds for the necessary condition and
the maximum speed given in the summary is less or equal
r. For this reason – compared to length queries – the
algorithm sometimes can even use a summary on a time
interval [ti, tj ] with ti < q.ts or tj > q.te.

• Region-relation queries: A summary is usable iff it fulfills
the necessary condition above and its MBR shows that
the corresponding segment is located completely inside or
completely outside q.R. That is, q.R either completely
contains the MBR or does not intersect the MBR. If the
MBR only partially overlaps q.R, the summary is unus-
able. However, in this case the query possibly may be
processed by a sequence of summaries on sub-segments of
this summary’s segment, since the MBRs of two consec-
utive segments generally cover much less space than the
MBR of both segments.

6. SERVICE REGION REPARTITIONING
To achieve a scalable SP-MOD service, it is essential that
service regions can be split and merged locally without global
reconfiguration. That is, splitting and merging must only af-
fect a small number of servers. The basic scheme as well as
DTI and DTI+S meet this requirement well: Anchors of

DTI nodes and all kinds of pointers base on timestamped
positions rather than addresses of servers.
Splitting the service region of a server si with a new server

sj therefore only affects segments, pointers and DTI nodes
of si. In detail, the following five tasks have to be performed:
(1.) Migrating each SO from si to sj whose MO is located
in sj ’s service region. (2.) Splitting the segments stored by
si according to the new service regions and creating linking
pointers at the resulting splits. (3.) Migrating the segments
that are located in sj ’s service region to sj together with
their linking pointers. (4.) Moving each home server pointer
of MO o from si to sj where fh (o) is located in the service
region of sj . (5.) Migrating the DTI nodes, whose anchors
are located in sj ’s service region, and their summaries to sj .
A similar procedure applies to merging two neighboring

service regions.

7. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of DTI and
DTI+S for query routing and processing in SP-MODs. First,
we explain the simulation setup. Then, we discuss the per-
formance of DTI-based routing by considering the process-
ing time in the first and second phase only. Finally, we give
results on the overall processing time with DTI+S.

7.1 Simulation Setup
We implemented an extensive discrete event simulator for
SP-MODs which allows for measuring the query processing
times resulting from network latencies, disk I/O, and CPU.
We conducted a series of experiments, simulating a SP-

MOD with a service area of 4500 km × 2000 km (≈ Conti-
nental U.S.) over a time of 3 · 107 s ≈ 1 year. If not stated
otherwise, the SP-MOD is composed of 1000 servers with
rectangular service regions with side lengths between 140
and 560 km. The network latencies for query routing are
modeled using a real topology data set of the AT&T inter-
net backbone [7]. Each server of the SP-MOD is connected
to the router that is closest to the center of its service re-
gion assuming a network link with a delay of 3ms. Then,
the latencies are calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm.
For geographic routing of queries and other messages each

server maintains a shortest-path routing table containing
contacts – network address and service region – for all neigh-
bor servers. If not stated otherwise, the routing table fur-
ther contains ten Long-Range Contacts (LRCs) to distant
servers, randomly chosen using inverse square distribution
[4]. If a server receives a message with target (x, y) then it
greedily chooses the contact whose service region is closest
to (x, y) and sends the message to the respective server.
Each server maintains a table for permanent storage of
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Figure 4: Storage layout.



the trajectory segments within its service region and their
linking pointers as well as a table for the respective DTI
nodes and summaries. The latter table is clustered by the
MOs’ identifiers. Hence, all DTI nodes and summaries of
a given MO can be read in a single operation. We do not
make any assumptions on the clustering of the trajectory
segments table. Particularly, it can be clustered to optimize
processing of coordinate-based queries using any appropriate
index, like TB-tree [12]. We only assume – like with TB-tree
– that each page contains consecutive timestamped positions
of a single MO only. For efficient trajectory-based access
to the trajectory segments table, a server maintains small,
sparse temporal indexes for each MO that ever entered its
service region. These temporal indexes also are permanently
stored, clustered by the MO’s identifiers. Figure 4 illustrates
this storage layout. A hash table in main memory provides
initial access to the pages that contain the DTI nodes and
the temporal index of a given MO.
In our simulations we assumed a page size of 4 kB, a seek

time of 10ms and a transfer rate of 30MB/s. With these
values and the above-mentioned storage requirements for the
DTI nodes and summaries, 24 byte for a timestamped posi-
tion and 8 + 4 + 8 = 20 byte for an entry in the temporal
index, the disk I/O times can be calculated.
Each server further maintains a hash table for SOs and a

hash table for home server pointers, not shown in Figure 4.
Due to the frequent accesses to this data and the small stor-
age requirements (100 byte per SO and 24 byte per home
server pointer) both can be cached in main memory.
The CPU times for processing within a server were mea-

sured during our experiments on an AMD Opteron Linux
Server with 2.8GHz and 4GB RAM. Yet, the following re-
sults show that they are negligible compared to the network
latencies and disk I/O times.
Regarding the processing of trajectory-based queries the

mentioned storage layout is independent of the overall num-
ber of MOs. Therefore, only a small set of MOs has to
be simulated. In our experiments we simulated ten MOs
moving according to the mobility model proposed in [2]:
Each MO starts at a random position with random direc-
tion and random speed v ≤ vmax = 10m/s. Every 10 s it
randomly changes its direction between −0.1 and +0.1 rad
and its speed between −3 and +3m/s. In contrast to [2]
the movement is not wrapped at the borders of the service
area but reflected. The MOs report their positions using
linear dead reckoning [5] with an accuracy of 10m. During
simulation, this results in 1.88·106 update messages per MO.
For 2 · 107 s ≈ 8months the MOs only report their po-

sitions. Then, for 107 s ≈ 4months, each MO addition-
ally poses queries according to a Poisson process with rate
λ = 0.01 s−1. Thus, the simulation results are the averages
of about 106 queries. We simulated a uniform mix of seg-
ment, length, max-speed, and region-relation queries. A MO
o randomly choses the parameters of a query q as follows:

• q.o: Half of the queries refer to the client’s trajectory,
i.e. q.o = o. The other half refers to any other MO.

• q.te: The queried time interval ends 1000 to 107 s before
current time t, where log [t− q.te] is uniformly distributed.
Thus, queries on the near past are more likely.

• q.ts: The queried time interval starts 1000 to 107 s be-
fore q.te, where log [q.te − q.ts] follows uniform distribu-
tion. Thus, queries on long time intervals are rare.

In case of a region-relation query, q.R is a quadratic region
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with l = 10 to 1000 km side length, where log l is uniformly
distributed. q.R is randomly placed in the service area.

7.2 DTI-based Routing
To evaluate DTI-based routing independent of summaries,
we only consider the first and second phase of query pro-
cessing. For readability, we refer to the processing time in
these two phases as routing time in the following.
Figure 5 shows the average routing time using the DTI

scheme depending on the number of DTI nodes per trajec-
tory created within simulation time, i.e. depending on the
temporal density of the DTI nodes determined by 1/TR. For
that purpose, TR was varied between 900 and 6 · 107 s. Fig-
ure 5 shows three curves: one for geographic routing without
LRCs, with 10 LRCs, and with LRCs to all other servers –
i.e. a fully meshed geographic overlay network. In the lat-
ter case, geographic routing to any point (x, y) only requires
one geographic routing hop.
With one DTI node per trajectory, DTI-based routing de-

generates to trajectory-based routing. In this case, LRCs
are useless except for the first phase, i.e. routing to the
home server and along the home server pointer. Therefore
the routing times with one DTI node are very similar for
the different numbers of LRCs, between 650 and 736ms.
These times seem small compared to the fact that each tra-
jectory is partitioned to about 1925 segments on average,
distributed to the major part of the servers. The reason is
that trajectory-based routing also uses implicit shortcuts on
servers storing two or more segments of the queried trajec-
tory, cf. Section 4.
Nevertheless, with increasing numbers of DTI nodes the
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routing times significantly decrease. As expected, the more
LRCs each server maintains, the larger are the savings – up
to 35% (no LRCs), 51% (10 LRCs), or 73% (fully meshed).
The maximum savings are reached with 1000 to 10000 DTI
nodes per trajectory, i.e. with TR = 30000 to 3000 s. For
more than 10000 DTI nodes the routing times slightly in-
crease due to the disk I/O for reading the additional DTI
nodes. This shows, that only one DTI node per hour and
trajectory is sufficient for efficient DTI-based routing in our
scenario. It further shows, that the optimal routing per-
formance is achieved also if TR varies within an order of
magnitude.
In all subsequent simulations, we used TR = 1h, resulting

in 8334 DTI nodes per trajectory within simulation time.
Figure 6 depicts the routing time in the second phase over

the temporal routing distance, i.e. the time-span to cover in
the second phase. As expected, DTI does not improve rout-
ing for short temporal routing distances. For temporal dis-
tances between 1000 and 105 s routing with the basic scheme
as well as routing with the DTI scheme both require only
about 17ms in the second phase. Yet, for long distances –
106 to 107 s – and a fully meshed geographic overlay network
the DTI scheme reduces the routing time by 67%. With 10
LRCs per server it reduces the second phase by 47% and
even without LRCs the DTI scheme saves 38%.

7.3 DTI+S-based Routing and Processing
Next, we evaluate the DTI+S scheme by measuring the
overall processing time, i.e. the sum of processing times in
all three phases. Note that this time does not include the
transmission of the result to the query issuer but only the
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processing within the SP-MOD.
Figure 7 shows the overall processing times with and with-

out DTI+S for the different query types itemized to network
latencies, disk I/O times, and CPU times. The figure shows
only one column for query processing without DTI+S since
thereby the network latencies and disk I/O times are iden-
tical for all query types and since the CPU times always
are negligible compared to the other two values. In detail,
without DTI+S, the average CPU time for query processing
varies between 16ms for a segment query and 68ms for a
max-speed query. With DTI+S the CPU time is 14ms for
a segment query and about 1ms for the other query types.
Without DTI+S and for segment queries the disk I/O

times of about 6100ms clearly exceed the network laten-
cies of about 1200ms. With the use of summaries – i.e. for
length, max-speed or region-relation queries – they both
range between 200 and 300ms. Hence, the summaries re-
duce the network latencies by more than 75% and the disk
I/O times by even more than 95%.
Figure 8 shows the overall processing time for different

lengths of the queried time intervals q.te−q.ts and for differ-
ent query types. Without DTI+S it linearly increases with
the length of the queried time interval since implicit short-
cuts cannot be utilized in the third phase. For a query on
weeks or months – 106 to 107 s – processing without DTI+S
requires more than 25000ms on average. With DTI, also
segment queries show a linear increase of the processing time
since segment queries are not improved by summaries.
For the other three types of queries the DTI+S scheme

saves large amounts of time:

• Length queries: Processing a length query with 106 s ≤
q.te − q.ts < 107 s requires 375ms on average.

• Max-speed queries: With 106 s ≤ q.te − q.ts < 107 s they
only require 367ms on average as with these queries more
summaries are usable than with length queries. Hence,
the DTI+S scheme can reduce the overall processing time
by more than 98%.

• Region-relation queries: For small queried time intervals
DTI+S-based processing requires slightly less time than
for the other types of queries since with a region-relation
query the second phase can end prematurely if a server
si ∈ S(q.o) \ S(q) with a usable summary is encountered.
With longer time intervals, processing of region-relation
queries requires more time than processing of length or
max-speed queries since the MBRs of summaries on very
long time intervals mostly are too large to be usable.



Figure 9 depicts the overall processing time depending on
the number of servers. It shows that the mentioned savings
even further increase with the number of servers.
The DTI+S scheme achieves these savings with negligi-

ble storage consumption compared to the amounts of tra-
jectory data stored by the SP-MOD. With the mentioned
1.88 · 106 position updates each trajectory consumes about
1.88·106×24 byte ≈ 43MB. On the other hand, DTI+S only
consumes 8334 × 225 byte ≈ 1.8MB per trajectory. Thus,
DTI+S accounts for less than 4.2% of the overall storage
consumption.

8. RELATEDWORK
Our research on SP-MODs is related to MODs from the
field of database research and scalable location management
systems (LMS) from the mobile computing research area.
In the last decade numerous index structures for efficient

access to past trajectory data in MODs have been proposed
[1, 3, 9–12]. However, none of these index structures ad-
dresses distributed database systems like SP-MODs. There-
fore they particularly do not consider summaries of segments
stored by several servers to reduce routing and processing
times. DTI+S is complementary to these approaches. It
optimizes the distributed processing including query rout-
ing, while these approaches optimize local query processing.
LMS, like the large-scale location services presented in

[6] and [17], enable scalable management of MOs’ current
positions [13]. Similar to our approach, LMS use spatial
partitioning for distributing the position data among a set
of servers. However, LMS do not store past trajectory data.
PLACE* is a distributed data stream management system

which processes continuous range and k-nearest-neighbor
queries on a set of MOs [16]. For scalability, its service
area is partitioned to regional servers similar to a SP-MOD.
However, it does not process queries on past position data.
In [15] Trajcevski et al present BORA for processing spa-

tio-temporal range queries, i.e. coordinate-based queries. Its
system model resembles the system model assumed in this
paper. BORA and DTI+S together enable efficient process-
ing of coordinate- and trajectory-based queries.

9. CONCLUSIONS
SP-MODs allow for scalable, distributed storage of moving
objects’ trajectories. An important issue in processing a
query q in a SP-MOD is routing q to the servers that store
the queried data. While the spatial partitioning inherently
allows for efficient routing of coordinate-based queries, the
efficient routing of trajectory-based queries is challenging.
Therefore, we proposed DTI allowing for efficient routing

of trajectory-based queries in SP-MODs. A DTI realizes an
overlay network between servers storing segments of a cer-
tain trajectory. Our evaluation shows that the DTI scheme
significantly reduces the time for routing compared to plain
trajectory-based routing. For instance, for a SP-MOD with
1000 servers, DTI reduces the routing time by up to 73%.
Furthermore, we proposed DTI+S, which enhances DTI

by maintaining summaries on trajectory segments. The
summaries enable efficient processing of queries on aggre-
gates of dynamic attributes like a segment’s length, the max-
imum speed within a segment, or the intersection of a seg-
ment and a given region. Our simulations show that DTI+S
can reduce the overall processing time by more than 98%.
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